‘QTC 4’ NOTICE & DECLARATION
This formal Notice & Declaration is hereby served on all Irish authorities July 1st 2020
1. As an elected Official and/or Office Holder of this State I acknowledge that the sovereignty of the Irish
State and its continued membership of the United Nations and of the European Union is predicated on
the genuine statutory adherence of the institutions of the Irish State with the Rule of Law.
2. I further acknowledge the statutory obligation on all Irish officials and office holders to carry out their
official functions and duties in full accordance with the law and the Constitution.
3. I acknowledge receipt of the condensed version of the 2020 Report by the Integrity Ireland Association
entitled, “Criminality in the Irish Courts – and the absence of the Rule of Law” and of the self-evident
contents therein.
4. Inasmuch as the said Report documents the activities of listed officials and office holders; I recognise
that the sum contents of the said Report indicates serious, repeat, critical failures by the said named
persons to comply with their statutory obligations to respect the Rule of Law.
5. I acknowledge in particular the evidence of repeat, systemic, criminal activities by some named accused,
many of whom hold high office in Government and in the Courts, and of the parallel failures of the
justice system to hold the said persons accountable according to Law.
6. I acknowledge the ineluctable truism; that of the consequent, collective and cumulative, systemic-andendemic failures of the respective associated offices and institutions, to adhere to the Rule of Law.
7. I concur that Ireland must have an authentic, functioning justice system complete with valid domestic
Courts established under law as per Articles 34-38 of the Constitution.
8. That inasmuch as individual officials and/or office holders are clearly engaged in dishonest, unethical,
amoral, unjust or unlawful activities, that such would render their tenure unconstitutional and invalid
and would comprise grounds for referral to the Houses of the Oireachtas either for impeachment under
Article 35.4 of the Constitution and/or for a ‘Part 2 Enquiry’ under the terms of the Houses of the
Oireachtas (Inquiries, Privileges and Procedures) Act 2013 and that I support and endorse any such
initiative on the basis of the evidence contained—or referred to—in the said Integrity Ireland Report.
9. That in the interim, and so as to provide for the criteria for continued membership of the United Nations
and the European Union and so as not to compromise the status of Ireland as a sovereign nation-state
nor render it defunct and obsolete due to the proven absences of; (i) the Rule of Law and, (ii) a properlyfunctioning justice system; I hereby endorse and support the establishment of the Peoples’ Tribunal of
Ireland as per the terms laid out in the provisional PTI Mission Statement in the said I-I Report, in
additional context of the PTI Grounding Statement accompanying; to continue in collaboration and
cooperation with lawfully-established and properly-functioning institutions of the Irish State, until such
time as the establishment of an authentic justice system complete with lawful, independent Courts.
10. That if I am aware of any lawful objections or impediments to the immediate establishment of the
Peoples’ Tribunal of Ireland – complete with the authorities, powers and jurisdictions as laid out in the
said PTI Mission Statement – that I will formally advise and inform the record of any such lawful
impediments before close of business on or before July 7th 2020 complete with my own proposals (as an
incumbent office holder) as to how to address the current absence of the Rule of Law in this State, and I
undertake to return the same in writing to the PTI Executive or, that I surrender the opportunity to do
so according to the legal principle, “qui tacet consentit videture” – (silence implies consent).
Print Name:_________________________ Office / Position:_________________________________
Signed:_____________________________Date:__________________

(Optional - Official Stamp Here)

Please sign and return to the Integrity Ireland Association, Mountain, Forthill, Ballyhaunis, Co. Mayo.

